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\begin{abstract}
Sample scheduling is a crucial issue in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The design objectives of efficient sample scheduling are in general two-folds: to achieve a low sample rate and also high sensing quality. Recently, compressive sensing (CS) has been regarded as an effective paradigm for achieving high sensing quality at a low sample rate. However, most existing work in the area of CS for WSNs use fixed sample rates, which may make sensor nodes in a WSN unable to capture significant changes of target phenomenon, unless the sample rate is sufficiently high, and thus degrades the sensing quality. In this paper, to pursue high sensing quality at low sample rate, we propose an adaptive CS based sample scheduling mechanism (ACS) for WSNs. ACS estimates the minimum required sample rate subject to given sensing quality on a per-sampling-window basis and accordingly adjusts sensors’ sample rates. ACS can be useful in many applications such as environment monitoring, and spectrum sensing in cognitive sensor networks. Extensive trace-driven experiments are conducted and the numerical results show that ACS can obtain high sensing quality at low sample rate.
\end{abstract}

\section{Introduction}

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) can be deployed to monitor physical phenomena, e.g., primary user signals in a cognitive sensor network. In such networks, massive sensor nodes work to sense their surrounding environments and report their sensed data to a fusion center. Sensor nodes are usually powered by batteries that are energy limited. Since all the sensor nodes are targeted to monitor the same physical phenomena and the sensor nodes are usually deployed in a sufficient high density to guarantee high sensing quality, spatial correlation among the sensing measurements from neighboring sensor nodes is highly expected. In addition, for each individual sensor node, temporal correlation usually exists among its measurements since its monitored physical phenomenon usually changes continuously. Such spatial and temporal correlations have been exploited in various WSN technologies (e.g., spectrum sensing in a cognitive sensor networks, data aggregation and compression, route selection, clustering, and etc.) while meeting certain sensing quality requirements.

To this end, compressive sensing (CS) allows a sparse analog signal to be represented by much fewer samples than that required by the Nyquist sampling theorem \cite{1}. In other words, for a sparse signal consisting of $N$ samples, only a small number $M \ll N$ of encoded samples, generated by using the original $N$ samples and properly chosen transform coefficients, are needed to be reported and used to recover the original signal at the sink side. The mapping matrix from the original
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$N$-sample signal to the $M$-sample signal is called measurement matrix or projection matrix. The ratio between $M$ and $N$ is called the sample rate and the degree of consistency between the recovered signal and the original signal is called recovery quality or sensing quality. The objective of CS design is to use the minimum sample rate to recover the original signal subject to given recovery quality. Three key factors are involved in the CS design: a representation basis $\Psi$ to represent the interested signal in a sparse form, a measurement matrix $\Phi$ to transform the original $N$-sample signal into an $M$-sample signal with efficient transform coefficients and a recovery algorithm to recover the original signal. The recovery quality depends on all these three factors and the properties of the signal per se. It has been proven that the sparser the signal as represented by the representation basis, the better the recovery quality; the higher the incoherence between the representation basis and measurement matrix, the better the recovery quality. In general, almost all existing CS work (see [2–24]) focuses on the sophisticated design of the representation basis, measurement matrix, and recovery algorithm to pursue high recovery quality.

For phenomena monitoring applications using WSNs, traditionally, sensor nodes are often required to take samples according to a predetermined rate (e.g., once per minute). According to CS, each sensor node is allowed to sample the environment at a much lower sample rate than the predetermined rate without sacrificing the conformance between the actual phenomenon and the sensing reading collected. To maintain conformance, the sample rate should be tuned adaptively as the phenomenon changes. However, most existing work in the field of CS based sample scheduling for WSNs assume fixed sample rate, which may degrade the compression performance under dynamic phenomenon. To pursue stably high sensing quality with a sample rate as low as possible, it is critical to investigate adaptive CS schemes to trade-off the two performance goals.

An important application of CS is spectrum sensing in cognitive radio sensor networks. This is because channel availability is generally spatially and temporally correlated in such networks. Traditional spectrum sensing mechanisms require each spectrum sensor to sense the licensed channels at the Nyquist sample rate for accurate spectrum sensing, which may lead to excess delay and waste of energy. With CS, each sensor node can perform spectrum sensing at a much lower sampling rate while still keeping high quality in spectrum sensing. Alternatively, spatial correlation in the spectrum sensor data can be exploited to turn off some spectrum sensors to preserve energy and extend the life time of the cognitive radio sensor network [19]. Since CS and also our adaptive CS mechanism proposed in this paper can work well for both phenomena monitoring and spectrum sensing, in the rest of this paper, we shall often take the application of phenomena monitoring as example when discussing mechanism implementation details although our design can also work well for spectrum sensing. In this sense, we treat “spectrum availability” as a phenomenon to be monitored.

In this paper, we propose an adaptive CS based sample scheduling mechanism (ACS) in order to achieve a low sample rate provided that a given sensing quality requirement is expected to be met. In ACS, each sensor node adjusts its sample rate on a per-checking-window basis. The implementation of ACS can be divided into two phases: Training phase and online phase. In the training phase, ACS needs to pre-collect certain amount of original sensing data (at high sample rate) for the phenomenon of interest, based on which it can build a hash table that empirically reflects the relationship between sample rate required for meeting a given desired sensing quality requirement and a sparsity degree (or change intensity). In the online phase, each sensor can decide its sample rate on per checking window basis. More specifically, it can decide its sample rate in the next checking window based on the signal sparsity degree or change intensity in the current checking window and also the hash table built during the training phase.

We accordingly propose the detailed design of ACS. The major contributions in this paper are as follows. First, we propose an adaptive sample scheduling mechanism to overcome the drawback that fixed sample rate compressive sensing mechanisms can fail to quickly react to significant phenomena change unless the sample rate is excessively high. We further present the detailed design of ACS based on signal sparsity and change intensity, respectively. Third, we conduct extensive numerical experiments using real data trace to validate the performance of ACS. The results demonstrate that ACS can achieve high performance as compared with existing work. That is, ACS can achieve desired sensing quality by much lower sample rate than existing mechanisms. Furthermore, experiment results show that each node independently adjusts its sample rate can achieve comparatively high performance as compared with collaborated sample control at different scales such as cluster-based or network-based. Largely reduced sample rate can largely reduce the energy consumed for environmental sampling and also for wireless communications, which makes ACS attractive for energy-constrained WSNs.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews related work. Section 3 introduces necessary preliminaries for this work and formulates the problem to be addressed. Section 4 proposes the ACS mechanism. Section 5 presents the numerical experiments to demonstrate the high performance of ACS. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related work

Recently, CS has been applied to WSNs due to its high recovery quality. Fig. 1 provides a typical example illustrating how CS can be utilized to design transmission schedule in a WSN. In Fig. 1, all nodes form a chain topology where the packets $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_N$ as generated by nodes $s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_N$, respectively, need to be transmitted to the sink node in the network. Using traditional transmission schedule, each node needs to separately transmit its own packet and all the packets of its downstream nodes (i.e., those nodes away from the sink node). As a result, the sink receives $N$ uncoded packets, $N(N + 1)/2$ transmissions in total need to be carried out in the network and the closer a node to the sink, the more energy it will consume. By introducing CS as shown in Fig. 1, the $N$ raw packets can be represented by $M (M \ll N)$ encoded packets.
and then recovered at the sink node with high probability. Each packet \( p_i \) is weighted by \( \varphi_i = \{ \varphi_{i1}, \varphi_{i2}, \ldots, \varphi_{iN} \} \), where \( \varphi_i \) is the \( i \)th entry of measurement matrix \( \Phi \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N} \). Accordingly, the sink node will receive \( M \) encoded packets and thus only \( MN \) transmissions in total are needed, and more important, all network nodes consume the same amount of energy for transmissions. In addition, CS is tolerant to transmission losses/failures since only a sufficient number of packets are needed for data recovery. Therefore, the CS-based transmission schedule has significant advantages in terms of energy consumption balance, energy efficiency, and transmission robustness. Owing to the above advantages, CS has been used in various sensor networks, such as data gathering sensor networks [2–5], cognitive radio sensor networks [19–22], MIMO based sensor networks [23,24], etc. We next introduce related work in these areas.

One major application of CS in WSNs is data gathering. For data gathering applications, most existing work introduces CS to obtain efficient transmission schedule in order to improve network capacity and throughput. CDG (Compressive Data Gathering) [2] focuses on snapshot data gathering. Instead of transmitting the original data directly, each node along a pre-built delivery structure multiplies its own data with a random coefficient in a way such that the sink can obtain weighted sums of all the original packets and then recover them. In CDG, the measurement matrix is randomly generated and the signal is sparsified by using DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) or wavelet transform. CDG is not suitable for small-scale sensor networks where signal sparsity may not be prominent enough and hence the potential capacity gain will be small. Ji et al. [3] studied snapshot and continuous data gathering problem under Physical Interference Model. In order to pursue improved network capacity, snapshot data gathering uses network partition to schedule the CS process of each sub-network and hence order-optimal network capacity can be achieved; continuous data collection uses a pipeline scheduling algorithm to speed up the CS process in the network. Luo et al. [4] investigated the benefit of applying CS to data gathering tree in terms of network throughput. This hybrid CS avoids the excessive traffic load at leaf nodes and also takes advantage of CS to reduce the traffic load at those nodes near the sink so that hybrid CS can achieve significant improvement in terms of throughput. The CS based data gathering approach presented in [15] investigated the impact of sparse projection matrix generated by routing topology on the accuracy of the approximation. Compared with CS based on tree topology, CS based on clustered topology is demonstrated to have higher recovery quality and compression ratio [5], where Lee et al. analyzed the impact of clustering on the recovery quality and compression ratio and accordingly designed cluster-based CS mechanism. Most of the above work can utilize only spatial correlation, and they assume fixed CS schedule, which means the compression ratio is also fixed.

CS is also useful for spectrum sensing (referred to as “compressed spectrum sensing” in some work) in cognitive radio sensor networks. This is because the operations of cognitive radio networks need continuous spectrum sensing. Based on the observation that wireless signals in open-spectrum networks are usually sparse in the frequency domain, Refs. [18–22] introduce CS to reduce the spectrum sensing frequency. Ref. [18] employs random sub-Nyquist-rate and also incorporates the wavelet based edge detector to recover the location of frequency bands. Ref. [19] seeks to balance the trade-off between energy saving and recovery accuracy in terms of the number of active sensor nodes and the corresponding estimation error. Ref. [20] first transforms the received analog signal to a digital signal using an analog-to-information converter instead of analog-to-digital converter and uses the autocorrelation of this compressed signal to reconstruct the signal spectrum. This approach can achieve accurate power spectrum density estimation and also the probability of detecting signal occupancy. Refs. [21,22] exploit the joint sparsity between multiple cognitive radios to further improve the sensing performance. Multiple cognitive radios enforce consensus among local spectral estimates of cognitive ratios and perform collaborative spectrum sensing. It is demonstrated that distributed compressive spectrum sensing leverages spatial diversity to alleviate wireless fading and thus has superior performance.

CS has also been used in channel coding, analog transmission, sample schedule design, and related areas. Here, we introduce some typical work in these areas. Compressive wireless sensing (CWS) [6] is designed for single hop networks and it combines CS design and amplitude modulated analog transmission to deliver linear projections of sensor readings. CWS exploits the advantage of CS in reducing the latency of data gathering in a single hop network. However, CWS is impractical for multi-hop sensor networks due to the difficulty in node synchronization at the multi-hop scale. Oversampled CS source coding [7] uses CS as an application layer erasure coding strategy for recovering missing data over erasure wireless channels. Wu et al. [8] focused on the design of CS-based sample schedule for soil moisture monitoring applications. In [8], the authors exploited CS based on temporal correlation at an individual sensor node and they aimed to obtain a sample schedule with a low sample rate while achieving comparable sensing quality by using a sufficiently high sample rate without CS. It is shown that a difference matrix and uniform measurement schedule can attain a good tradeoff between signal sparsity degree and incoherence. This CS design achieves high sensing quality. However, it uses a fixed sample rate and thus may lead to failure.
in capturing significant change of its target phenomenon. Ref. [14] utilized principal component analysis (PCA) to capture spatial/temporal correlation of signals. The combination of PCA and CS is able to effectively self-adapt to unpredictable changes in the signal statistics by a feedback control loop that estimates the signal recovery error. Refs. [16, 17] were targeted at improving energy cost balance. Ref. [17] exploited both compressibility and heterogeneity and designed a probabilistic sampling method to provide an accurate temporal–spatial profile for a given energy budget. Ref. [16] adjusted sensor node sampling workload according to solar energy availability.

From the above introduction, we have the following observations. Only a few existing CS mechanisms study the design of adaptive sample schedule from the perspective of energy consumption balance while most work mainly use a fixed sample rate which may lead to unsatisfied sensing quality (if choosing too low sample rate) or excessive resource consumption (if choosing too high sample rate). Also, different from existing work which compresses original data pre-collected, we focus on the scenario that sampling the target phenomenon with adaptive sample rate in real time without pre-collecting high resolution data. In this paper, we study to achieve adaptive CS-based sample scheduling for phenomena monitoring or spectrum sensing using a WSN. The objective is to achieve a low sample rate while meeting give recovery quality as the monitored target change with time.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we present some preliminaries of compressive sensing. Existing work in CS can generally be categorized into two types: SMV-based (single measurement vector) and MMV-based (multiple measurement vectors). SMV-based CS compresses one-dimensional signals and is motivated by an observation that for an N-sample signal that is K-sparse (i.e., the signal can be formulated as a sum of K incoherent basis functions from some known basis), only K + 1 projections of the signal onto the incoherent basis are required to reconstruct the signal with high probability. However, obtaining the exact K + 1 projections needs a combinatorial search which results in unacceptably high complexity. Fortunately, M = cK (typically, c = 3 or 4) projections are sufficient for signal reconstruction with high probability, which has been proved to provide the same result to that by using combinatorial search [1]. MMV is an extension of SMV and is more frequently used in practice such as image compression and movie compression. One straightforward solution to MMV is to divide an MMV into multiple SMVs and then solve each SMV individually. However, in [9], Baron et al. proved that utilizing the correlation among MMVs in distributed compressive sensing can further reduce M while keeping comparably high sensing quality.

First, we introduce CS based on SMV. Consider a discrete K-sparse signal denoted by vector $x_{N \times 1}$, we can reconstruct x from vector $y_{M \times 1} = \Phi_{M \times N}x_{N \times 1}$ ($K < M < N$) if $x$ is sparse enough, i.e., $K = \|x\|_0 \ll N$. $M/K$ is referred to as the oversampling rate, $M/N$ is referred to as the sample rate, $\Phi$ is referred to as the measurement matrix as well as the sample schedule matrix. However, in practice, a signal may not be sparse or sufficiently sparse. In this case, representation in an alternative domain is necessary to represent x, i.e., $x_{N \times 1} = \psi_{N \times N}s_{N \times 1}$, where $\psi$ is the representation basis and s is sparse with $\|s\|_0 \ll N$. The compressive sensing formula can be rewritten as

$$x_{N \times 1} = \psi_{N \times N}s_{N \times 1}, \quad y_{M \times 1} = \Phi_{M \times N}\psi_{N \times N}s_{N \times 1}. \quad (1)$$

To recover the original signal with high probability is equivalent to finding the solution to Eq. (2).

$$\min_{s \in R} \|s\|_0 \quad \text{s.t.} \quad y_{M \times 1} = \Phi_{M \times N}\psi_{N \times N}s_{N \times 1}. \quad (2)$$

where $\hat{s}$ is the recovered signal in the representation basis $\psi$ and $N^d$ represents N-dimensional real space. Let $\hat{x}$ represent the corresponding recovered signal. There is also an alternative kind of approaches seeking to solve the $l_0$ norm minimization problem instead of the $l_0$ norm based problem in Eq. (2). To recover the original x with high accuracy, elaborately chosen $\Phi_{M \times N}, \psi_{N \times N}$, and the recovery algorithm need to be jointly evaluated. Many choices are feasible for CS. DTC (Discrete cosine transform) and wavelet are widely used for representation basis, Gaussian or pseudo random measurement matrices are widely used, and Basis Pursuit [10] and SLO (Smoothed $l_0$) [11] are good choices for the recovery algorithm.

Specifically, regarding sample scheduling, vector x is a series of expected sample measurements by a sensor node at a high sample rate, vector y is the compressed measurements actually sensed and reported by the sensor node after using CS. Then, we have $y = \Phi_{M \times N} \times x$, where $\Phi_{M \times N}$ is the measurement matrix. To facilitate the understanding, we let the sample interval at x be a basic unit of time. Please note that in compressed spectrum sensing, the basic unit of time is usually set to be the reciprocal of the Nyquist sampling rate. We say that x samples at times 1, 2, $\ldots$, N. The measurement matrix $\Phi_{M \times N}$ is a binary matrix. The element of $\Phi_{M \times N}$ at position $i \times j$ is either ‘1’ or ‘0’, where ‘1’ means the sensor node takes its ith sample at time j and ‘0’ means not. There is only one ‘1’ in each row and at most one ‘1’ in each column. Let $S$ represent the resulting sample schedule, which is a row vector where each item is the sum of a corresponding column of $\Phi_{M \times N}$. The element of $S$ at position $j \times 1 (1 < j < N)$ is either ‘1’ or ‘0’ where ‘1’ means the sensor node samples once at time j and ‘0’ means not. With CS, a sensor node can take M samples instead of N samples since the N samples can be recovered from the M samples with high probability.

Please note that in the context of spectrum sensing, CS can be performed after the analog-to-digital converter or during analog sampling. The former still needs Nyquist-rate uniform sampling while the latter can reduce the analog-to-digital sampling rate directly. Our mechanism proposed in this paper can be applied to both cases, which makes our mechanism flexible.
In [8], Wu et al. compared several design choices for representation basis, measurement matrix, and recovery algorithm and claimed that the combination of representative basis $\Phi = M_0^{-1}$, measurement matrix $\Phi_U$, and recovery algorithm SL0 (Smoothed l0) proposed in [11] is a good choice as compared with other combinations. To be more specific, $M_0$ is called difference matrix and is formulated as

$$M_0 = \begin{bmatrix}
-2 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 0 \\
-1 & 1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -1 & 1 & \ldots & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & -1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ (3)

The design motivation of the representative basis is that the target phenomena usually stay stable in short time. $\Phi_U$ corresponds to uniform sample scheduling, i.e., with $\Phi_U$ measurements are taken once per $\lfloor N/M \rfloor$ units of time. The recover algorithm SL0 approximates the $l_0$ norm of a signal $s$ by a smooth function $F_\sigma (s)$, where $\sigma$ is a parameter determining the approximation quality. SL0 can quickly find a solution in $l_0$ norm by minimizing $F_\sigma (s)$ for a very small value of $\sigma$.

However, this design choice above has a drawback such that it may fail in capturing significant change of target monitoring phenomenon unless the sample rate is excessively high. For example, in environment monitoring application, humidity and moisture will dramatically change (increase) after rainfall, surface temperature may drop dramatically after sunset and etc. In cognitive radio sensor networks, the channel occupation may increase significantly in rush time but stay low during idle time. To address this problem, in this paper, we focus on maintaining desired stable recovery accuracy and aim to propose an adaptive CS based sample scheduling mechanism (ACS) which can quickly adjust sensors' sample rates according to the dynamics of monitored phenomenon.

4. Proposed ACS mechanism

In this section, we propose our ACS mechanism. ACS aims at only sampling the phenomena of interest at a very low sample rate while meeting expected sensing quality. First, we present the basic idea behind ACS. Second, we present the detailed design of ACS including its representation basis, measurement matrix design, and recovery algorithm. Third, we present the sample rate adjustment strategy in ACS.

4.1. ACS overview

We consider a network scenario wherein massive sensor nodes are deployed to monitor a target phenomenon in an interested area. The sensor nodes sample the phenomenon according to their own sample schedules and report their measurements to a sink node. In ACS, the sample schedules of sensor nodes are decided by using compressive sensing, where the measurements of all sensor nodes in the network form an MMV which can have high spatial and temporal correlations. In this section, we propose an efficient sample scheduling mechanism called ACS, which performs adaptive compressive sensing in order to achieve a low sample rate while meeting desired stably high sensing quality.

In ACS, each sensor node monitors its surrounding phenomenon at a sample rate which changes with the monitored phenomenon subject to given sensing quality. That is, each node estimates the change intensity (or sparsity degree) of its monitored phenomenon during a certain period of time called checking window whose size is denoted by $N$, decides on how to adjust its sample rate in the following checking window based on certain knowledge of target phenomenon obtained during a training phase. By adaptively adjusting the sample rates of sensor nodes, ACS achieves a low sample rate while meeting desired stably high sensing quality.

When using ACS for supporting compressive spectrum sensing, joint design of the analog-to-digital module and ACS can achieve optimized performance. However, in this paper, we focus ourselves on the sample rate control mechanism. The joint design issue is out of the scope of this paper. Next we will present the ACS in detail.

4.2. ACS design

For a network consisting of a number of sensor nodes, spatial and temporal correlation can be jointly used to support efficient compressive sensing. In this subsection, we describe how our designed ACS mechanism works. For a sensor network constituent of $J$ sensor nodes, the readings (without using CS) of the $J$ sensor nodes form multiple measurements vectors (MMV) $X = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_J]$, where $x_j = [x_{j1}, x_{j2}, \ldots, x_{jN}]^T$. $1 \leq j \leq J$, is the measurements taken by sensor $j$ and $x_{jk}$ is the reading of sensor $j$ at time $k$, $1 \leq k \leq N$.

To ease the presentation, in this paper, ACS permutes the multiple measurement vectors $X$ into a single measurement vector $X_C$, and then solves the CS problem based on $X_C$ since an MMV could be considered as multiple correlated SMVs.

Next, we illustrate how ACS works when $J = 2$ as an example. The cases with $J > 2$ can be similarly deduced. For the case $J = 2$, we permute $X$ and generate a new single measurement vector $X_C$ of size $(J \times N) \times 1$ where $X_C = \begin{bmatrix} x_{11} & x_{21} \end{bmatrix}$. Now the problem to be solved is transformed to the design of representation basis, measurement matrix, and recovery algorithm.
For the representation basis: Consecutive measurements taken by a sensor node is considered to be temporally correlated (suppose the sample interval is small), i.e., \(|x_{j(n+1)} - x_{jn}| < \varepsilon, 1 < j \leq J, 1 \leq n < N\) and \(\varepsilon\) is a small positive number. It is intuitive to design a representation basis \(\Psi = D_C^{-1}\) to sparsify \(\mathbf{X}_C\) so that \(D_C\mathbf{X}_C = [x_{11}, x_{12} - x_{11}, \ldots, x_{1N} - x_{1(N-1)}, x_{21}, x_{22} - x_{21}, \ldots, x_{2N} - x_{2(N-1)}]^T\) is a sparse signal. We deduce

\[
D_C = \begin{bmatrix} D_1 & 0 \\ 0 & D_1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \text{where } D_1 = \begin{bmatrix} 2 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ -1 & 1 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & -1 & 1 & \cdots \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \end{bmatrix}.
\]

(4)

For the measurement matrix: We choose a measurement matrix such that ACS performs uniform sampling (in each checking window). Note that different checking windows can have different sample rates. The reason to choose uniform sample schedule is that intense change of the target signal could happen at any time and uniform sample schedule is a good choice to achieve high data accuracy when no apriori knowledge regarding the monitored signal is known in advance [12].

We accordingly design a sample schedule \(S\) according to the measurement matrix \(\mathbf{F}\) as follows. For a given sensor node and given \(N\) and \(M\), where \(N\) represents window size and \(M\) represents the number of compressed samples to be taken in the window, we have the following.

If \(M/N \leq 0.5\) : \(S_j = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } j = i \times [N/M] \text{ where } i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}\)

If \(M/N > 0.5\) : \(S\) is determined as follows. First, we assign \(S_j = 1\) if \(j\) is an even number and \(1 \leq j \leq N\); Second, we randomly select the remaining \(M - \lfloor N/2 \rfloor\) items among the remaining odd items and set their values to 1.

We take a simple example to illustrate the sample scheduling procedure. Given \(N = 10\) and \(M = 2\), since \(M/N = 0.2 \leq 0.5\), ACS uniformly samples from the original signal: \(S = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]\).

Once the sample schedule in a checking window is determined, a sensor node will only sample the environment and then report its sampling result when \(S_j = 1\), \(1 \leq j \leq N\).

With the above sample schedule \(S\), \(\Phi\) is decided as follows: \(\Phi_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } i = \sum_{k=1}^{j} S_k \text{ and } S_j = 1 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}\)

With the measurement matrix for each sensor node, each having its own sample rate, the measurement matrix for the entire network is as follows: \(\Phi_U = \begin{bmatrix} \Phi_1 & 0 \\ 0 & \Phi_2 \end{bmatrix}\) for \(j = 2\).

For the recovery algorithm: Smoothed LO(SLO) [11] which aims to minimize the \(l_0\) norm is adopted in ACS. Different from most existing algorithms that pursue \(l_1\) norm minimization instead of \(l_0\) norm, SLO tries to minimize the \(l_0\) norm directly. Specifically, it approximates the \(l_0\) norm of a signal \(s\) by a smooth function \(F_{\sigma}(s)\), where \(\sigma\) is a parameter determining the approximation quality. The bigger \(\sigma\) is, the smoother \(F_{\sigma}(s)\) but also the worse approximation to the \(l_0\) norm will be; and the smaller \(\sigma\) is, the better approximation to the \(l_0\) norm but the harsher \(F_{\sigma}(s)\) is. SLO can quickly find a solution in \(l_0\) norm by minimizing \(F_{\sigma}(s)\) for a very small \(\sigma\). The complexity of SLO is low as \(O(M^2)\).

### 4.3. Sample rate control mechanism

In CS theory, sample rate is defined to equal to \(M/N\). Intuitively, in ideal condition, the sample rate should be tuned in real time based on the change intensity of the target signal. The more intense the target signal changes in a short period of time, the less sparse the sensed signal is, the higher the sample rate within that period of time should be; otherwise, the more stable the signal is, the more sparse the signal is, thus the lower the sample rate should be.

In this subsection, we propose mechanisms for adaptive sample rate control, which inspects the measurements in each checking window, whose size is \(N\), and adjusts the sample rate in the next checking window accordingly. To pursue high sensing quality, we expect the sensing quality of each checking window exceeds a desired threshold, denoted by SNR*. There are two key metrics useful for the sample rate adjustment. One is the sparsity degree of the signal and the other is the change intensity of the signal. The change intensity indicates how intense a signal varies with time. The change intensity of a window is measured by the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio), where the signal is the one of the current window and noise is defined as the signal of current window minus that of its preceding window. Fig. 2 shows how sparsity degree and change intensity of a signal (measurements of relative humidity) vary over time as observed on per checking window basis. From this figure, it is seen that the sparsity degree and change intensity associated with different checking windows change over time. The significant change part of the original signal (see the top subfigure) accords to the peak points of sparsity degree (see the middle subfigure) and the steep drop of change intensity (see the bottom subfigure). Motivated by the observation in Fig. 2, it is possible to adjust the sample rate for the next checking window by leveraging the sparsity degree or change intensity detected in the preceding checking window since sparsity degrees (or change intensities) in neighboring checking windows are very close. Later on, we will further show that our sample rate adjustment mechanism in ACS is highly resilient to certain error in sparsity degree or change intensity estimation. Next, we will present adaptive sample rate control mechanism based on sparsity degree and change intensity, respectively.
4.3.1. Sparsity based sample rate control mechanism

In CS, it has been proved that to recover the original $K$-sparse signal $s$ with given $(\Phi, \Psi)$ pair, $M$ should satisfy the following condition to achieve an overwhelming probability for exact recovery:

$$M \geq c \times \mu^2(\Phi, \Psi) \times K \times \log N,$$

where $c$ is a signal dependent positive constant and $\mu$ is the coherence between $\Phi$ and $\Psi$. In general, $M = 3K \sim 4K$ is sufficient to satisfy condition (5). Accordingly, condition (5) could be rewritten as:

$$sr = \frac{M}{N} \geq c \times \mu^2(\Phi, \Psi) \times \left(\frac{K}{N}\right) \times \log N,$$

where $sr$ represents the sample rate. Eq. (6) is for achieving exact recovery with a sufficiently high probability. Setting sample rate according to (6) can lead to excessively high sample rate. Also, (6) is suitable for the orthonormal matrices, which are not suitable for our case.

To address the above two considerations, ACS empirically identifies the relation between sample rate and sparsity degree. Such relation is built during a training phase. Then, in the online phase, ACS can adjust the sample rate of each sensor in the next checking window based on the signal sparsity degree (or change intensity) detected in the current checking window by looking up the hash table pre-built during the training phase. More detailed design of ACS is presented as follows.

In the training phase, ACS pre-collects a large amount of original measurements from all the sensor nodes in the network at a high sample rate as training data. Then, for each individual checking window, the sample rate is increased gradually from a very small value until the network-wide recovery quality meets given threshold for the first time. Here, the network-wide recovery quality is calculated based on the measurements from all sensor nodes in the same checking window and further all the sensor nodes are assumed to have the same sample rate. Recovery quality is measured in terms of recovery SNR defined as:

$$\text{SNR} = 20 \log \left( \frac{\|\hat{x}\|_2}{\|x - \hat{x}\|_2} \right),$$

where $\hat{x}$ is the recovered signal for the original signal $x$. This version of ACS mechanism is called ideal ACS hereafter, which can achieve the minimum sample rate while keeping the recovery SNR per checking window always above the desired given threshold. Although impractical to be actually implemented in practice, ideal ACS is useful for analyzing the properties of target signal and can also be used as a baseline for performance comparison.

Here, we use an example to illustrate the relation between sample rate and sparsity degree. Fig. 3 plots sample rate $sr$ versus sparsity degree $K/N$ when performing ideal ACS to monitor relative humidity. The data trace is from project SensorScope [13] and more detailed description of this project will be given in Section 5. In our training process, the checking window size is $N = 10$, accordingly $Nf = 230$, and $sr$ is chosen from $\{0.1, 0.2, \ldots, 1\}$. Recall that $J$ represents the network size. Furthermore, here, the sparsity degree was calculated on a per-network basis. That is, at each time, sparsity degree was evaluated based on the total $Nf = 230$ samples in a checking window and collected from all the network nodes. The given SNR threshold in this figure was selected as 35 dB.

Fig. 3 shows how the sample rate $sr$ changes with sparsity degree $K/N$. Based on the measurements in Fig. 3, we can build a hash table for mapping from $K/N$ to $sr$. Because the least sample rate required for a desired sensing quality is strongly signal dependent, there may exist some overlapping between different $K/N$ ranges associated with different $sr$. In ACS, we tend to choose larger sample rate for ensuring recovery quality when one $K/N$ corresponds to multiple sample rates (more exactly, two sample rates in Fig. 3). Specifically, we determine the hash table as a significance test problem. Starting from $sr = 1.0$.

![Fig. 2. The change trend of relative humidity per checking window.](image-url)
to $sr = 0.1$, regarding each $sr$ value we choose its corresponding interval of $K/N$ with significance level $\alpha = 0.01$. That is, for each $sr$ value, at least $(1 - \alpha) \times 100 = 99\%$ of measurements fall into its corresponding $K/N$ interval and are said to pass the significance test. Fig. 3 plots the fitting curve for the hash table, below which those measurements are said to pass the significance test.

The online phase in ACS works as follows. With the pre-established hash table from sparsity degree to sample rate, at the end of each checking window, ACS recovers the signal of the window by using SL0, calculates the sparsity degree $K/N$ of the recovered signal, and then chooses a corresponding $sr$ for the next checking window by looking up the pre-built hash table. As an example, in Fig. 3, the interval of $K/N$ for $sr = 0.7$ is $[0.47, 0.63]$. That is, for a signal with sparsity degree falling into this interval, its sample rate (for the next window) will be set to 0.7. A salient feature of the hash table (see also the fitting curve in Fig. 3) is as follows: Overestimation of sparsity degree will not cause sacrifice in sensing quality but can cause certain oversampling if the estimated value drifts into the right neighbor stage (interval) in the fitting curve; Further, underestimation will not cause sacrifice in sensing quality either unless the estimated value drifts into the left neighbor stage. Experimental results show that ACS can achieve very high success rate ($>98\%$) for individual checking window to meet desired sensing quality. In this sense, we say the sample rate adjustment mechanism in ACS is highly resilient to estimation error of sparsity degree. Similar conclusion can also be drawn for change intensity based ACS (see later). Since the hash table is pre-established based on training data collected from all sensors in the network, in this sense, we say ACS has already considered both temporal/spatial correlations in its implementation. However, it should be noted that during the online implementation, ACS does not need to collect the original measurements at high sample rate.

The computation at each sensor node consists of signal recovery and sparsity degree computation. As mentioned in Section 4.2, ACS leverages algorithm SL0 whose computation complexity is $O(M^2)$ to recover the signal. Sparsity degree computation includes difference computation, and thus it has complexity $O(N)$. The overall computation complexity is $O(M^2 + N)$, which is usually acceptable as compared with the sampling overhead and transmission overhead it saved in particular consider the fact that nowadays many sensor nodes in the market are having increasing computational capabilities. In case computational overhead is indeed a big concern, such computation can be carried out at cluster head nodes or sink nodes in a WSN, which usually have high computational capabilities.

4.3.2. Intensity based sample rate control mechanism

The change intensity of target signal is also a good indicator to adjust the sample rate of sensors. ACS can check the temporal difference between the last two adjacent checking windows, if a relatively significant difference happens, we say that the phenomenon has changed significantly so that the sample rate (for the next checking window) should be augmented; otherwise, the sample rate stays at a low level. Please recall the change intensity, i.e., the signal intensity difference between two adjacent checking windows is measured by the SNR of the recovered signals associated with the two windows. Fig. 4 plots the fitting curve for the relation between change intensity and sample rate during a training phase by using certain measurements from SensorScope [13]. In Fig. 4, those measurement results below the fitting curve (on the left side) are said to pass the significance test. Similar to the sparsity degree based sample rate mechanism in Section 4.3.1, we can establish a hash table by using the fitting results in Fig. 4.

The online phase works as follows. At the end of a checking window, each sensor node recovers the signal of the window, calculates the SNR (representing change intensity) between the current window and its preceding window, and accordingly set the sample rate for the next checking window.

4.3.3. Discussions

After building the hash table, adaptive sample scheduling can be realized at different scales for tuning sensor nodes’ sample rates. One is let the sink node be responsible for adjusting the sample rate and recovering the signal based on the data that it collects from all the sensor nodes in the network. The second method is that, for cluster-based networks, the nodes in the same cluster jointly determine their sample rate. The third method is that each sensor node adjusts its sample
rate independently. The first implementation method is referred to as “network scale ACS”, the second is referred to as “cluster scale ACS” and the third is “nodescale ACS” hereafter. Network scale ACS takes advantage of all the data of the network so that the sample rate control is done from the viewpoint of the whole network. However, it brings very high communication overhead and also high delay for sensor nodes to learn their new sample rate. New sample rate can only be calculated upon receipt of all data from all the sensor nodes, and then be disseminated to all the sensor nodes via reverse network-wide flooding operations. This may degrade the network performance and reduce its ability to quickly react to significant change of target signal which may be unacceptable for large-scale networks. Cluster scale ACS restricts the sample rate control to be within a cluster so that the protocol overhead and reaction delay for sample rate control is relatively low. Node scale ACS, has the lowest communication overhead.

Please note that the nodescale version of ACS has also considered both temporal correlation at individual sensor nodes and the spatial correlation among different sensor nodes. This is because, during the training phase, the hash table from sparsity degree/change intensity to the sample rate $sr$ is obtained by analyzing the training data from all sensor nodes in the network so that the relation between required sample rate and sparsity degree (or change intensity) was established based on both temporal and spatial correlation of signals in the whole network. The performance of the above three versions of ACS will be compared in Section 5.2.

The checking window size $N$ has big impact on ACS’s compression performance. Too large $N$ may lead to excessively high sample rate but too small $N$ may be insufficient to perform CS. The reason is as follows. Large $N$ means there is a high probability that significant change of the target signal may happen in an individual checking window. To capture such (significant) change of target signal, we have to choose a high sample rate for the whole window although the signal change may just last for short time (as compared to the window size). In this case, oversampling is observed. In contrast, too small $N$ unnecessarily restricts the possible compression ratio for CS. $N = 1$ is an extreme case because a signal with $N = 1$ cannot be compressed at all for individual sensor nodes and ACS with $N = 1$ can only consider spatial correlation for compression. The impact of $N$ and how to properly set its value will be demonstrated via extensive simulations in Section 5.

A special case in the implementation of sparsity degree based ACS is as follows. We should not set sample rate to a value leading to $M = 1$ sample in a checking window. This is because, in such a case, no matter how intensely the target signal changes during the window, the sparsity $K$ will be surely 1, which results in inaccurate estimation of sparsity degree of the signal. Owning to this concern, we will not discuss the case $M = 1$ for sparsity degree based ACS hereafter.

5. Numerical results

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of ACS by comparing it with related work through extensive experiments. For this purpose, we use environmental data to evaluate the performance of ACS. We first introduce the data trace used in our experiments and analyze the properties of different types of data to obtain certain apriori knowledge for implementing ACS. We then compare the performance of network/cluster/nodescale ACS. Finally, we compare ACS with other CS schemes.

5.1. Experiment preparation

The data trace used in our experiments is the environmental data collected by project SensorScope, deployed at Grand-St-Bernard (called Grand-St-Bernard Deployment hereafter) near the borders of Switzerland and Italy [13]. SensorScope is a distributed measurement system based on wireless sensor network with built-in capacity to produce high temporal and spatial density measures. Grand-St-Bernard is one of SensorScope’s experiment fields and its sensor deployment layout is
shown in [13]. In the SensorScope project, the deployed sensor nodes measure key environmental data once per two minutes and the monitored phenomena include air temperature, humidity, surface temperature, incoming solar radiation, and etc. The total number of samples used in our experiments is 10,000, which are equivalent to 20,000 min continuous monitoring (i.e., about two weeks).

Before the performance evaluation, we first analyze the impact of different parameters on compression performance.

First, we evaluate the impact of checking window size \( N \) on the performance of ACS. The metrics used in performance evaluation are average sample rate and the overall recovery quality. For this purpose, we varied \( N \) from 8 to 100 when implementing ideal ACS to sample rain meter and relative humidity and see how the required sample rate for ideal ACS changes (subject to given desired recovery quality \( \text{SNR}^* = 35 \text{dB} \) in this subsection). Fig. 6(a) plots the average sample rates with varying \( N \) for different phenomena. In the figure, the sample rate and SNR of relative humidity are more stable than those of rain meter. This is because their data characteristics: That is, relative humidity is relatively stable while rain meter may change significantly in short time. The performance regarding relative humidity is insensitive to the window size but that of rain meter changes dynamically with increasing window size. It is shown that \( N = 10 \) leads to the least sample rate. Fig. 6(b) plots the overall recovery SNR with varying \( N \). Here, Overall SNR is a network parameter and it represents the network-wide recovery SNR based on all the samples collected from all sensor nodes throughout an experiment. We can see that \( N = 8 \) and \( N = 10 \) result in higher recovery SNR than that by other settings of \( N \) and the gap between the recovery SNR by \( N = 8 \) and that by \( N = 10 \) is insignificant. Based on the above experiment results, we shall set \( N = 10 \) in the following tests since \( N = 10 \) could result in low sample rate and high overall recovery SNR.

Second, we fixed checking window size \( N = 10 \) to observe the sparsity degrees of different measurements. The experiment results show that, for ideal ACS, the (minimal required) average sample rate (subject to \( \text{SNR}^* = 35 \text{dB} \)) is about 0.81 for ambient temperature, 0.66 for surface temperature, 0.94 for solar radiation, 0.58 for relative humidity, 0.17 for soil moisture, 0.89 for watermark, 0.16 for rain meter, and 1 for wind direction. In other words, to monitor ambient temperature, relative humidity, soil moisture, watermark, rain meter, CS can bring improvements while it brings little gain for wind direction, which is non-sparse. To evaluate the gain by using ACS, we chose rain meter (a high sparse signal) and relative humidity (a moderate sparse signal) as the data sources in the following experiments.

5.2. Implementation of ACS at different scales

There are several ways to implement ACS as discussed in Section 4.3, i.e. network scale ACS, cluster scale ACS, and node scale ACS. In this subsection, we compare their performance. Regarding the cluster scale ACS, we simply divide the network into four clusters according to the positions of the sensor nodes. For example, in Fig. 5, the four clusters are accordingly formed as follows: \{25, 28, 29, 31, 32\}, \{2, 3, 4, 8, 20, 14, 15, 7, 12\}, \{6, 10, 11, 13, 5, 9\}, and \{17, 18, 19\}. Here, to compare the best possible performance of the three implementations of ACS, we assume the packet delivery delay is very small and thus ignored. We accordingly evaluate the performance of different implementations of ACS in terms of success ratio, average sample rate (avg. \( sr \) for short), min \( \text{SNR} \), and overall recovery \( \text{SNR} \). Success ratio is the ratio between the number of checking windows whose recovery \( \text{SNR} \) is above the required sensing quality (we chose 35 dB here) and the total number of checking windows. The average sample rate is the ratio between total number of compressed samples and the total number of original uncompressed samples. Min \( \text{SNR} \) is the minimum \( \text{SNR} \) among all checking windows.

Table 1 compares the performance of different implementations of ACS. To ease the presentation, we call different implementations of ACS by using two tuples. For example, ACS (sparsity, node) means node scale sparsity based ACS. From Table 1, we can see that no matter which version of ACS is carried out, intensity based ACS obtains similar success ratio, overall recovery \( \text{SNR} \), and min \( \text{SNR} \) with sparsity degree based ACS but has a slightly lower sample rate. Based on the results
Fig. 6. Compression performance of ideal ACS versus \( N \) when \( \text{SNR}^* = 35 \text{ dB} \) for different phenomena monitoring.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance of ACS for rain meter.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. sample rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS (sparsity, network)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS (sparsity, cluster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS (sparsity, node)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS (intensity, network)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS (intensity, cluster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS (intensity, node)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Performance comparison of different mechanisms regarding rain meter.

In Table 1, we have the following observations: Node scale ACS does not lead to a higher sample rate for achieving comparable recovery quality compared with network/cluster scale ACS. The experiment based on relative humidity has similar result. The above result is encouraging: To achieve high sensing quality and low sample rate, every node can independently adjust its own sample rate according to the hash table established during the training phase and needs no communication overhead for local coordination (suppose each individual sensor node in the network has sufficient computation capability for performing the processing task in ACS). In the next subsection, we will focus on exploring the performance of the node scale ACS.

5.3. Performance comparison

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the following three mechanisms: ACS, CS with fixed sample rate (called “fixed CS” for short hereafter), and ideal ACS, subject to \( \text{SNR}^* = 35 \text{ dB} \) and \( 40 \text{ dB} \), for monitoring rain meter and relative humidity, respectively.

The superiority of ACS is significant for rain meter monitoring as shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, fixed CS needs sample rates about 0.50 and 0.88 for \( \text{SNR}^* = 35 \text{ dB} \) and \( 40 \text{ dB} \), respectively. In contrast, ACS can achieve higher success ratio and overall recovery SNR by using lower sample rate. Given \( \text{SNR}^* = 35 \text{ dB} \), ACS(intensity) only needs a sample rate of 0.23 to achieve overall recovery SNR of 37.7 dB; ACS(sparsity) utilizes sample rate of 0.23 to obtain overall recovery SNR 35.8 dB. Given \( \text{SNR}^* = 40 \text{ dB} \), ACS(intensity) leverages sample rate of 0.26 to achieve overall recovery SNR 42.2 dB while ACS(intensity)
leverages sample rate of 0.30 to achieve overall recovery SNR 40.2 dB. Obviously, we can see that ACS largely outperforms fixed CS regarding rain meter monitoring. The reason is that ACS has the ability to capture significant change of target signal.

In addition to the experiments based on rain meter measurements, to better evaluate the performance of ACS, we conduct another experiment using the data trace of relative humidity. Different from the high sparsity of rain meter in the previous experiments, the average sample rate to achieve sensing quality 35 dB for relative humidity by using ideal ACS is more than 0.5. We chose such a signal as a moderately sparse signal. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 8. For SNR* = 35 dB, fixed CS needs sample rate above 0.70. In contrast, ACS(sparse) only needs sample rate of 0.58 for achieving overall recovery SNR 35.2 dB while ACS(intensity) only needs sample rate of 0.52 for achieving overall recovery SNR 35.0 dB. For SNR* = 40 dB, fixed CS needs sample rate above 0.90. However, ACS(sparse) only needs sample rate of 0.78 for overall recovery SNR 40.3 dB while ACS(intensity) only needs sample rate of 0.74 for overall recovery SNR 40.8 dB. From Fig. 8, we can draw the same conclusion on the benefit of ACS as that in the last experiment. The experimental results demonstrate again that ACS can achieve desired sensing quality with a much lower sample rate as compared with fixed CS.

In summary, from Figs. 7 and 8, we can draw a conclusion that ACS (either intensity based or sparsity based) achieves desired sensing quality by using much fewer samples compared with fixed CS.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the adaptive compressive sensing problem for wireless sensor networks and accordingly proposed an adaptive CS-based sample scheduling (ACS) mechanism to overcome the drawback that fixed sample rate in existing compressive sensing mechanisms is unable to quickly react to significant phenomena change. ACS can work with either of the following metrics, signal sparsity or change intensity, for window-by-window sample rate adjustment by using hash table built during training phase. Extensive experiments show that ACS can maintain high stable sensing quality with low sample rate.
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